
Save Time and Money
Shift PMs from OEM to 

Repair-as-Needed (RAN)
BY : MARK R. COOKSEY



Why do PM?

PMs prevent downtime, right?



What are the risks of not doing PM?

The Problem.
● After state-wide COVID restrictions were lifted, patient census 

skyrocketed.
● Clinical Engineering was denied access to beds for PM.
● Scheduled Bed PMs became past due.
● A non-conformance (NC) was issued.
● A Corrective And Preventative Action (CAPA) was created.
● CE needed a solution.



The Solution.

Use Lean 6 Sigma Tools to Solve the Problem

What 
Happens if 
we change 

our PM 
schedule?



Let’s Talk!

Welcome to MD Expo 2023!



What you will take back

● How “non-conformances” leads to Opportunities for 
Improvement (OFIs)

● Lean 6 Sigma approach to problem solving
● PM cost/benefit from a risk perspective
● Use statistical tools / analysis for change
● Calculate FTE savings



Problem Solving

Identify NC

Generate 
CAPA

Follow 
DMAIC

Test 
Solution

Close 
CAPA

PRE-ISO 13485 POST-ISO 13485



Lean 6 Sigma Problem Solving

The Lean 6σ DMAIC Process

DMAIC



Step 1:  Define the Problem

The Problem.

● Problem:  Current Process poses 
potential risk due to limited access to 
perform PM.

● Root Cause:  Increased patient census 
prevented access to beds for 
maintenance.

DEFINE



OEM Versacare Bed PM

MEASURECurrent State



FRAME

ALARM

MATTRESS

WEIGHT

Current State Process

Let’s assess the risk(s)

MEASURE



What is Risk?

Risk Prioritization Number - RPN

SEVERITY DETECTION FREQUENCYX X

MEASURE

RISKS CAN BE EVALUATED ALONG 3 FACTORS



High Risks

Traffic Safety Distracted Driving Using mobile devices while driving
Information 
Security Cybersecurity Threats Data breaches and online security risks

Healthcare Health Neglect Ignoring minor health issues and check-ups
Financial 
Security Financial Scams Investment and phishing fraud

Food Safety Foodborne Illness Contaminated food and related illnesses
Healthcare Prescription Medication Errors Mistakes in medication dosage and usage
Home Safety Carbon Monoxide Poisoning Colorless, odorless gas from faulty systems
Disaster 
Preparedness

Inadequate Emergency 
Preparedness

Lack of preparation for disasters and 
emergencies

Vehicle Safety Neglecting Vehicle Maintenance Consequences of not maintaining vehicles
Disaster 
Preparedness Lack of Disaster Preparedness Unpreparedness for natural disasters and 

emergencies

Bad, Hard to detect, Happens all the Time

MEASURE



What is the RPN
of a Data breach?

Risk Prioritization Number - RPN

SEVERITY DETECTION FREQUENCYX X

5 5 5X X

Real Bad
If it Happens

Difficult to 
Detect

Daily Cyber 
Hacks 

= 125

RPN > 50 are RED 

MEASURE



What are the risks of not doing PM?

Risky Business

● After state-wide COVID restrictions were lifted, patient census 
skyrocketed.

● Clinical Engineering was denied access to beds for PM.
● Bed PM completions metrics tanked.
● CE needed to evaluate the risks.



Side rail Latching Mechanisms

• A failure of the side rail latching mechanisms 
can lead to

• unintended patient falls
• entrapment between the side rails,

• Severity (5):

ANALYZE



Caster Braking Systems

• Caster braking system failures make it difficult to 
secure the bed causing: 

• impact patient safety and mobility. 
• unintentional bed movement
• patient falls 
• Difficulty securing the bed in a fixed position.

• Severity (4):

ANALYZE



Electrical System Components

• Electrical System Component failures can lead to
• power outages
• malfunctioning bed adjustments
• unexpected movements 
• danger to patients or caregivers.

• Severity (5):

ANALYZE



Electrical Power Cords

• Damaged Electrical Power Cords can lead to
• electrical shocks
• fires
• power loss
• reduced safety and functionality of the bed. 

• Severity (4):

ANALYZE



Return to Neutral Control

• Return to Neutral Control can significantly impact bed 
functionality: 

• Inaccurate positioning 
• unintentional adjustments
• patient discomfort
• affect medical procedures 

• Severity (3):

ANALYZE



Controls/Cabling Entanglement

• Controls/Cabling Entanglement can hinder 
adjustments

• lead to difficulties in patient positioning
• potentially affecting patient care 

• Severity (4):

ANALYZE



Lockout Controls

• Inadequate lockout controls may result can hinder 
adjustments can

• impact bed operation and patient care. 
• create unintended adjustments
• potentially cause inconvenience or discomfort for patients. 

• Severity (3):

ANALYZE



Sleep Surface

• Torn or compromised Sleep Surface can 
• significantly impact patient comfort and hygiene
• result in uneven support
• increase risk of pressure ulcers for patients 

• Severity (3):

ANALYZE



Head Angle Display

• Incorrect head angle display, while not posing 
immediate safety risks can

• create improper positioning
• impact patient comfort and satisfaction

• Severity (3):

ANALYZE



Bed Main Battery

• Failure to replace the main battery can 
• lead to power loss, 
• affecting the bed's operation and patient care. 
• impact the bed's backup power 

• Severity (4):

ANALYZE



Low RPN: Evaluate PM Schedule Options 

ANALYZE

Item Severity Detection Frequency RPN

Side rail Latching 
Mechanisms 5 1 3 15

Caster Braking Systems 4 1 3 12

Electrical System 
Components 5 1 3 15

Electrical Power Cords 4 1 2 8

Control Return to Neutral 3 1 3 9

Controls/Cabling 
Entanglement 4 1 2 8

Lockout Controls 3 1 2 6

Sleep Surface 4 1 3 12

Head Angle Display (if 
applicable) 3 1 2 6

VersaCare Bed Main 
Battery 4 1 3 12

Key Take Aways - Risks
Severity may be high
Detection of failure is easy
Frequency of failure is low



Convert Practical Problem to Statistical Quest

ANALYZE

PROBLEM STATEMENT
 Barriers to access 
prevent CE from 
following the OEM PM 
schedule 

Is there a statistically 
significant difference in 
OEM vs. RAN for 
Versacare Beds?

STATISTICAL QUESTION
 



Statistics: will this hurt?

ANALYZE

Warning:  Statistical Analysis may cause

Confusion   Loss of Appetite
Nausea   Numbness
Vomiting   Tingling
Headaches   Fatigue
Diarrhea   Night Sweats



ANALYZE

In one year, 
500,000 patients 
with COVID died

Men died at a higher rate than 
women.

Is the difference statistically 
significant?

1.8%

1.5%

COVID DEATH RATE

How can we test this hypothesis?



What is Chi Square?

ANALYZE

Chi-Square is a statistical tool used to 
determine if a relationship exists among  
categorical (discrete) variables and 
specific outcomes

It tests count data among 
discrete groups:

Democrat, Republican, Independent 
Male, Female
Drug, Placebo

χ2



Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05
OBSERVED COUNTS (ACTUAL) in 1000s

1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA
DIED SURVIVED Row Total

MEN 273 14616 14889
WOMEN 228 15155 15383

Column Total 501 29771 30272 <= Grand total

EXPECTED COUNTS (CALCULATED)
2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

DIED SURVIVED Row Total
MEN 247 14642 14889
WOMEN 255 15128 15383

Column Total 501 29771 30272 <= Grand total
3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

I want to be 95% confident so my p criteria value is 1 - .95 = 0.05
4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 

if p(calculated) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis DIFFERENCE
if p(calculated) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference). NO DIFFERENCE

4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test
p-calculated or =CHISQ.TEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)

p-value calculated =
Is p(calculated) < p(criteria) Yes

5. Analyze Result

=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)
0.015

Difference is Statistically Significant


Chi Square Explained

				Data occurs in two broad types:  Discrete (counting) and Variable (measuring)

				The Pearson's χ2 test (after Karl Pearson, 1900) is the most commonly used test for the difference in observed outcome (distribution) of categorical (DISCRETE) variables between two or more independent groups.  Examples: Men, Women, / With Drug, With Placebo


				Suppose we are interested in comparing the proportion of individuals with a particular outcome between two groups (Male vs Female). 

				The null hypothesis means that there is no difference in the proportions of the two groups. 

				The "p" value is used to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis (accept a difference) or "fail to reject the null" (i.e cannot prove difference).  P.crit is threshold to evaluate your hypothesis…typically .05 (translates to a 95% confidence level).

				if p.calc < p.crit : reject null , ASSUME DIFFERENCE

				if p.calc > p.crit : assume NO DIFFERENCE 



				The data can be arranged in a 2 × 2 contingency table.  This is the most common contingency table.



				A larger contingency table can accommodate the data if there are more than two input groups (Democrat, Republican, Independant)  or if the categorical variable of interest can take more than two possible outcomes (i.e Low, Medium, High) values.





Covid CHI Square Large Samp (2

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS (ACTUAL) in 1000s

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA																OUTCOMES

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								Mortality Rate

						MEN		273		14616		14889								1.8%

						WOMEN		228		15155		15383								1.5%

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS (CALCULATED)

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)																		OUTCOMES

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						MEN		247		14642		14889										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

						WOMEN		255		15128		15383						INPUT		MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total						WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p criteria value is 1 - .95 =						0.05								Practical Question		Is there a difference in mortality rate between Men & Women?

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 																Statistical Question		Are the observed counts different statistically from expected (with 95% confidence)?												0.015443086

						if p(calculated) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE						Statistical Answer		Chi Square p(calc) of .015 < p(criteria) of .05, therefore REJECT NULL, ACCEPT DIFFERENCE HYPOTHESIS

						if p(calculated) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE						Practical Answer		There is a statistical difference in mortality rate between Men and Women

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test

				p-calculated 		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)				or		=CHISQ.TEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)

						p-value calculated =		0.015												Statistical Answer Interpretations

						Is p(calculated) < p(criteria)		Yes												1		Outcomes from the two groups are different, statistically 

				5. Analyze Result				Difference is Statistically Significant												2		The differences are statistically significant

																				3		The differences are are not the result of chance.

																				4		Does not mean CAUSATION





















COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798113E-2	

Like % Rate









Covid CHI Square Large Sample

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS  ACTUAL

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								Mortality Rate				MORTALITY RATE FACTOR

						MEN		273		14616		14889								1.8%		% DIFFERENCE		1.24

						WOMEN		228		15155		15383								1.5%		-19%

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						MEN		247		14642		14889										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

						WOMEN		255		15128		15383								MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total						WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p value criteria is 1 - .95 =						0.05

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 																								Chi Calculated		5.8652020595				0.015443086

						if p(observed) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE														Chi Crit		3.8414588207

						if p(observed) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE								(CALCULATED) EXPECTED COUNTS

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test																		COLUMN TOTAL		ROW TOTAL 

				p-value=		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)				=CHISQ.TEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)												501		14889		247

						p-value calculated =		0.015443085953713																30272

						Is p(calculated) < p(criteria)		Yes																GRAND TOTAL

				5. Analyze Result				Difference is Statistically Significant

																						Practical Question		Is there a difference in mortality rate between Men & Women

																						Statistical Question		Are the observed counts different statistically from expected (with a 95% confidence level)?

																						Statistical Answer		Chi Square p value calculated of .015 < p value criteria of .05, therefore REJECT NULL, ACCEPT ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS

																						Practical Answer		There is a statistical difference in mortality rate between Men and Women

















COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798113E-2	

Like % Rate









Covid CHI Square Small Sample

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS  ACTUAL

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								Mortality Rate				MORTALITY RATE FACTOR

						MEN		100		5345		5445								1.8%		% DIFFERENCE		1.24

						WOMEN		100		6651		6751								1.5%		-19%

						Column Total		200		11996		12196		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						MEN		89		5356		5445										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL				US Death Rate

						WOMEN		111		6640		6751								MEN		100		5,345		5,445				53.45

						Column Total		200		11996		12196		<= Grand total						WOMEN		100		6,651		6,751				66.51

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p value criteria is 1 - .95 =						0.05										(Try 175 DIED M & F)

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 

						if p(observed) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE

						if p(observed) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE								(CALCULATED) EXPECTED COUNTS

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test																		COLUMN TOTAL		ROW TOTAL 

				p-value=		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)																200		5445		89

						p-value=		0.124555649592859																12196

						Is p(observed) < p(criteria)		No																GRAND TOTAL

				5. Analyze Result				p>.05 No Statistical Significance

























COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798113E-2	

Like % Rate









z two prop vs. Chi 

				Chi Square																Two Proportions Test

				OBSERVED FREQUENCIES																PROPORTIONS (MARGINAL)

		Frequency		Response														Proportion		Response																BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

		Gender				DIED		SURVIVED		Total Count M/F				True Rate				Gender				DIED		SURVIVED		Total % M/F												DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

				MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14889007		MEN		1.8%						MEN		0.02		0.98		100%										MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

				WOMEN		227863		15,155,363		15383226		WOMEN		1.5%						WOMEN		0.01		0.9851875673		100%										WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226

				Total		501308		29770925		30272233										Total		0.02		0.9834400059		100%

								df

				Number of Row		2		1												N1		14889007		MEN

				Number of Columns		2		1												N2		15383226		WOMEN

				Alpha				0.05												MEN		DIED		0.02

								3.8414588207		<---Chi Square Critical										WOMEN		DIED		0.01

				EXPECTED FREQUENCIES

				Response																P		0.0165599941		DIED

		Outcome				DIED		SURVIVED		Total										q		0.9834400059		SURVIVED

				MEN		246561.868136916		14642445.1318631		14889007										Z		1650713.92				0.00						76.5846071967

				WOMEN		254746.131863084		15128479.8681369		15383226																0.0162857607		0.0000001322				76.5846071967		Square Root of Chi Square

				Total		501308		29770925		30272233

																						491008836569.276		=		Z for df = 1

				Chi-Square

		Outcome				DIED		SURVIVED		Total

				MEN		2931.1214431854		49.3567004868		2980.4781436722

				WOMEN		2836.9529047702		47.7710110379		2884.7239158082

				Total		5768.0743479556		97.1277115247		5865.20206		<---Calculated Chi Square



												2.00490175883107E+31		83160000		2.41089677589114E+23

								100.0000%		Confidence of Accepting of Ha 

				p value				0.000%

				p value Excel Formula				0.00000

				Ha		Dependence (means I can predict the outcome based on knowledge inputs

				Ho

								Chi Critical				Calculated Chi Square

								3.8414588207		<		5865.20206





MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798112E-2	







z test (3)

				DIED		SURVIVED

		MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14889007		0.0183655633		0.0165599941

		WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15383226		0.0148124327

				501308		29770925

				z		76.5846071967		0.0035531306

								0.0162857607		0.0000001322				0.0000463948

				p		0.0000000

				BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

				MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

				WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226





z test (2)

				te		non te

		Women		20		80		100		0.2		0.13

		Men		6		94		100		0.06

				26		174

				z		2.9436199347		0.14

								0.1131		0.02				0.0475604878

				p		0.003243981





PHC WORKING

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS  ACTUAL

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA

								WORKING		NOT WORKING		Row Total								Mortality Rate				MORTALITY RATE FACTOR

						BEFORE PHC		7		24		31								22.6%		IMPROVEMENT		0.26

						AFTER PHC		27		4		31								87.1%		386%

						Column Total		34		28		62		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

								WORKING		NOT WORKING		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						BEFORE PHC		17		14		31										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL				US Death Rate

						AFTER PHC		17		14		31								MEN		100		5,345		5,445				53.45

						Column Total		34		28		62		<= Grand total						WOMEN		100		6,651		6,751				66.51

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p value criteria is 1 - .95 =						0.05										(Try 175 DIED M & F)

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 

						if p(observed) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE

						if p(observed) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE								(CALCULATED) EXPECTED COUNTS

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test																		COLUMN TOTAL		ROW TOTAL 

				p-value=		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)																34		31		17

						p-value=		0.000000332616457																62

						Is p(observed) < p(criteria)		Yes																GRAND TOTAL

				5. Analyze Result				Difference is Statistically Significant

























COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	BEFORE PHC	AFTER PHC	0.22580645161290322	0.87096774193548387	

Like % Rate









Chi-sq dist

		Y		f(y)								df=k=		1						Chi Square Critical Value

		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!																Alpha		0.05

		0.5		0.4393912895																Df		1

		1		0.2419707245																critical value		3.8414588207

		1.5		0.1538663228

		2		0.1037768744																Z Critical Value 

		2.5		0.0722889571																Alpha		0.05

		3		0.0513934433																Alpha/2		0.025

		3.5		0.0370561845																1- a/2 Probability		0.975

		4		0.0269954833																Z (number of std deviations		1.9599639845

		4.5		0.0198217149																Z^2		3.8414588207		Z^2

		5		0.0146449826

		5.5		0.0108747403

		6		0.0081086956

		6.5		0.0060673119

		7		0.0045533429

		7.5		0.0034259035

		8		0.0025833732																												Category		Hypothesized Proportion		Observed		Expected

		8.5		0.0019518618																												Male		0.5		70		89				4.0561797753

		9		0.0014772828																												Female		0.5		108		89				4.0561797753

		9.5		0.0011198232																																178						8.1123595506

		10		0.0008500367																												p Value		0.0043964463

		10.5		0.0006460548																												Test Statistic		8.1123595506

		11		0.0004915799

		11.5		0.0003744276																												Alpha		0.05

		12		0.0002854648																												Df (r-1)*(c-1)		1

		12.5		0.0002178284																												critical value		3.8414588207

		13		0.0001663506																														Accept Ha

		13.5		0.0001271322

		14		0.0000972265

		14.5		0.0000744031

		15		0.0000569713

		15.5		0.0000436478

		16		0.0000334576

		16.5		0.0000256589

		17		0.0000196871

		17.5		0.0000151117

		18		0.0000116044

		18.5		0.0000089146

		19		0.0000068507

		19.5		0.0000052665

		20		0.00000405

		20.5		0.0000031154

		21		0.0000023972

		21.5		0.0000018451

		22		0.0000014206

		22.5		0.000001094

		23		0.0000008427

		23.5		0.0000006493
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3.8414588206941236	0	







Sheet2

		https://www.socscistatistics.com/tutorials/chisquare/default.aspx

		How to Report a Chi-Square Test Result (APA)



		The APA requirements for citing statistical test results are quite precise, so you need to pay attention to the basic format, and also to the placing of brackets, punctuation, italics, and the like.



		This is the basic format for reporting a chi-square test result (where the color red means you substitute in the appropriate value from your study).



		X2 (degress of freedom, N = sample size) = chi-square statistic value, p = p value.



		Example



		Imagine we conducted a study that looked at whether there is a link between gender and the ability to swim. We might report the results like this:



		A chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the relation between gender and the ability to swim. The relation between these variables was significant, X2 (1, N = 84) = 8.9, p = .0029. Women were more likely than men to be able to swim.



		Other Examples



		The proportion of subjects who reported being depressed did not differ by marriage, X2 (1, N = 104) = 1.7, p > .05.



		There is a significant relationship between the two variables. Hipsters are more likely than non-hipsters to own an IPhone, X2 (1, N = 54) = 6.7, p < .01.



		A chi-square test of independence showed that there was no significant association between gender and chocolate preference, X2 (2, N = 88) = 2.1, p = .35.



		Notes



		Some things to look out for:



		1. There are two ways to cite p values. The first way is to report the alpha value as in a couple of the examples above. The second way, very much the preferred way in the age of computer aided calculations (and the way recommended by the APA), is to report the exact p value (as in our main example). If you report the exact p value, then you need to state your alpha level early in your results section. The other thing to note here is that if your p value is less than .001, it's conventional simply to state p < .001, rather than give the exact value.



		2. The calculated chi-square statistic should be stated at two decimal places.



		3. P values don't have a leading 0 - i.e., not 0.05, just .05.



		4. Remember to restate your hypothesis in your results section before detailing your result.



		5. Don't be afraid to include a crosstabs table if you think it'll make your results clearer.
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Chi Square Test

				te				non te

		Women		20		13		80		87		113

		Men		6		13		94		87		113

				26		0.1494252874		174						200

				Chi Squared Observed 				8.6648983201		OBSERVED

				Alpha				0.05

				Df (R-1) x (C-1)				1

								3.8414588207		EXPECTED

				# Rows		2				DF		1

				# Columns		2

				p				0.00324

								Total TE		0.13		13

								Total Non TE		0.87		87





Sheet1

				0.05		0.025

				5		4

				5

						3.4954059325

		Alpha .05		Two Tailed		2.7764451052

		Alpha/2 = .025		One Tail		2.7764451052

				Probability Alpha/2		=T.DIST(C6,C2,FALSE)

						0.975

						0.975

				Right Trail		0.0255808178

				Left Tail		-0.0255808178

				95% CI		0.949





z two proportions

				OBSERVED FREQUENCIES																PROPORTIONS (MARGINAL)

		Frequency		Response														Proportion		Response

		Gender				Agree		Disagree		Total Count M/F				True Rate				Gender				Agree		Disagree		Total % M/F

				M		70		70		140		M		50.0%						M		0.50		0.50		100%

				F		20		40		60		F		33.3%						M		0.33		0.6666666667		100%

				Total		90		110		200										Total		0.45		0.55		100%

								df

				Number of Row		2		1												N1		140		M

				Number of Columns		2		1												N2		60		F

				Alpha				0.05												M		Agree		0.50

								3.8414588207		<---Chi Square Critical										M		Agree		0.33

				EXPECTED FREQUENCIES

				Response																P		0.45		Agree

		Outcome				Agree		Disagree		Total										q		0.55		Disagree

				M		63		77		140										Z		28.28				0.17						2.1711298243

				F		27		33		60																0.2475		0.0238095238				2.1711298243

				Total		90		110		200

																						2.1711298243		=		Z for df = 1

				Chi-Square

		Outcome				Agree		Disagree		Total

				M		0.7777777778		0.6363636364		1.4141414141

				F		1.8148148148		1.4848484848		3.2996632997

				Total		2.5925925926		2.1212121212		4.71380		<---Calculated Chi Square



												392000000		83160000		4.7138047138

								97.0079%		Confidence of Accepting of Ha 

				p value				2.992%

				p value Excel Formula				0.02992

				Ha		Dependence (means I can predict the outcome based on knowledge inputs

				Ho

								Chi Critical				Calculated Chi Square

								3.8414588207		<		4.71380





M	F	0.5	0.33333333333333331	







Test of Independance

				OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				A 

		B				-		+		Total				True Rate

				-		50		10		60		-		83.3%

				+		20		20		40		+		50.0%

				Total		70		30		100

								df

				Number of Row		2		1

				Number of Columns		2		1

				Alpha				0.05

								=CHIINV(D10,+D8*D9)		<---Chi Square Critical Value

				EXPECTED FREQUENCIES

				A 

		Outcome				-		+		Total

				-		42		18		60

				+		28		12		40

				Total		70		30		100

				Chi-Square

		Outcome				-		+		Total

				-		1.5238095238		3.5555555556		5.0793650794

				+		2.2857142857		5.3333333333		7.619047619

				Total		3.8095238095		8.8888888889		12.69841		<---Calculated Chi Square



								99.9634%		Confidence of Accepting of Ha 

				p value				0.037%

				p value Excel Formula				0.00037

				Ha		Dependence (means I can predict the outcome based on knowledge inputs

				Ho

								Chi Critical				Calculated Chi Square

								=CHIINV(D10,+D8*D9)		>		12.69841



								12.6984126984



-	+	0.83333333333333337	0.5	







z test

				te		non te

		Women		20		80		100		0.2		0.13

		Men		6		94		100		0.06

				26		174

				z		2.9436199347		0.14

								0.1131		0.02				0.0475604878

				p		0.003243981





3x3

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://pressbooks.library.upei.ca/montelpare/chapter/multi-way-contingency-table-chi-square-analysis/

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				0 er		1-3 er		>3 er						Practical Question:  Is there a relationship between the use of online tools and visits to the ER?

		infrequent		12		55		100		167

		occasional		21		37		19		77				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		frequent		105		11		15		131

				138		103		134		375



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		infrequent		61.456		45.8693333333		59.6746666667		167

		occasional		28.336		21.1493333333		27.5146666667		77

		frequent		48.208		35.9813333333		46.8106666667		131

				138		103		134		375

														The results of our analysis show that there is a relationship between the use of online tools and visits to the emergency room. That is, individuals that had a lower frequency of use of online tools were more likely to visit the emergency room than individuals that were considered frequent users of the online tools.

		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		infrequent		39.7991398073		1.8175340193		27.2499638335

		occasional		1.8992411067		11.8795060732		2.6349419138

		frequent		66.9044819117		17.3441881469		21.6172634537

								Chi.calc		191.1462602663

								p value		0.000		1.0

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				3

		Calculate Degrees of Freedom		df		4		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

		State Alpha Risk		alpha risk		0.01

		Chi.crit based on df and alpha risk		Chi.crit		13.276704136

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

								Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Accept Ha





3x4

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://sphweb.bumc.bu.edu/otlt/mph-modules/bs/bs704_hypothesistesting-chisquare/bs704_hypothesistesting-chisquare_print.html

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				No Regular Exercise		Sporadic Exercise		Regular Exercise

		Dorm		32		30		28		90				Practical Question:  Does where you live relate to your level of exercise?

		on-campus apartment		74		64		42		180

		off-campus apartment		110		25		15		150				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		at home		39		6		5		50

				255		125		90		470



		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		Dorm		48.829787234		23.9361702128		17.2340425532		90

		on-campus apartment		97.6595744681		47.8723404255		34.4680851064		180

		off-campus apartment		81.3829787234		39.8936170213		28.7234042553		150

		at home		27.1276595745		13.2978723404		9.5744680851		50

				255		125		90		470



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		Dorm		5.8005933343		1.5361702128		6.7254005779

		on-campus apartment		5.7319056228		5.4332293144		1.6458628842

		off-campus apartment		10.0627172855		5.5602836879		6.5567375887

		at home		5.1958948686		4.0050723404		2.1855791962

								Chi.calc		60.4394469136				In a prior example we evaluated data from a survey of university graduates which assessed, among other things, how frequently they exercised. The survey was completed by 470 graduates. In the prior example we used the χ2 goodness-of-fit test to assess whether there was a shift in the distribution of responses to the exercise question following the implementation of a health promotion campaign on campus. We specifically considered one sample (all students) and compared the observed distribution to the distribution of responses the prior year (a historical control). Suppose we now wish to assess whether there is a relationship between exercise on campus and students' living arrangements. As part of the same survey, graduates were asked where they lived their senior year. The response options were dormitory, on-campus apartment, off-campus apartment, and at home (i.e., commuted to and from the university). The data are shown below.

								p value		0.000

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				3



				df		6		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		12.5915872437

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

								Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?

				Yes, Reject Null, Accept Ha

														3.66450E-11		Using Formula

														60.4394469136		Using Formula





2 x 5

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)										https://pressbooks.library.upei.ca/montelpare/chapter/multi-way-contingency-table-chi-square-analysis/

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES										https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-readers/publications/statistics-square-one/8-chi-squared-tests

				Standard Treatment		New Treatment						Improvement Rate

		Much improved		12		18		30				40%		60%

		improved		17		23		40				43%		58%

		Unchanged		19		15		34				56%		44%

		Worse		13		9		22				59%		41%

		Much worse		9		8		17				53%		47%

				70		73		143



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		Much improved		14.6853146853		15.3146853147		30				Practical Question:  Is there a statiscial difference in ouctomes with new treatment vs standard treament?

		improved		19.5804195804		20.4195804196		40

		Unchanged		16.6433566434		17.3566433566		34				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc < Chi Crit

		Worse		10.7692307692		11.2307692308		22

		Much worse		8.3216783217		8.6783216783		17				Note:  Your confidence in claiming a difference (i.e. Accept Ha)  is 1-.509 = 49%

				70		73		143



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		Much improved		0.491028971		0.4708496982

		improved		0.3400624376		0.3260872689

		Unchanged		0.3336927778		0.319979376

		Worse		0.4620879121		0.4430979979

		Much worse		0.0552917671		0.0530195027

						Chi.calc		3.2951977092

						p value		0.5096934981

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				5

		Number of Columns				2



				df		4		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



				Chi.crit		9.4877290368

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		no





Standard Treatment New Treatment	Much improved	improved	Unchanged	Worse	Much worse	0.4	0.42499999999999999	0.55882352941176472	0.59090909090909094	0.52941176470588236	New Treatment	Much improved	improved	Unchanged	Worse	Much worse	0.6	0.57499999999999996	0.44117647058823528	0.40909090909090912	0.47058823529411764	







2 x 4

												https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-readers/publications/statistics-square-one/8-chi-squared-tests

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Referred 		Not referred						Total Cases		Referal Rate

		A		14		89		103				103		14%

		B		11		81		92				92		12%

		C		39		127		166				166		23%

		D		31		190		221				221		14%

				95		487		582



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		A		16.8127147766		86.1872852234		103				Practical Question:  Is there a statistical difference in referal rates among the practices?

		B		15.0171821306		76.9828178694		92

		C		27.0962199313		138.9037800687		166				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		D		36.0738831615		184.9261168385		221

				95		487		582				Note:  This test just says there is a difference, but doesn't explain why



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		A		0.4705584149		0.0917927093

		B		1.0746192015		0.2096279757

		C		5.2295109902		1.0201304806

		D		0.7136545356		0.1392139238

						Chi.calc		8.9491082316		Chi.calc

						p value		0.0299752288		p value

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				2



				df		3		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		7.8147279033

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		yes

														0.0299752288		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Referal Rate by Practice



A	B	C	D	0.13592233009708737	0.11956521739130435	0.23493975903614459	0.14027149321266968	







2 x 4 Autism

												https://www.coconino.edu/resources/files/pdfs/academics/sabbatical-reports/kate-kozak/chapter_11.pdf

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES										Total Cases		Autism Rate

				Autism		No Autism						261		92%

		None		241		20		261				223		89%

		Less than 2 Months		198		25		223				191		86%

		2-6 Months		164		27		191				259		83%

		More than 6 Months		215		44		259

				818		116		934

												Practical Question:  Is there a statistical connection of breast feeding to months of breast feeding?

		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		A		228.5845824411		32.4154175589		261				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc < Chi Crit

		B		195.3040685225		27.6959314775		223

		C		167.278372591		23.721627409		191				Note how .01 alpha risk affect statististical test results

		D		226.8329764454		32.1670235546		259

				818		116		934



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		A		0.6743350383		4.7552246668

		B		0.0372140047		0.2624228955

		C		0.0642505464		0.4530771292

		D		0.6172794351		4.3528842922

						Chi.calc		11.2166880082

						p value		0.0106100514

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				2



				df		3		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.01

				Chi.crit		11.3448667301

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Ho Reject Ha

														0.0106100514		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Autism Rate:  Months of Breast Feeding



None	Less than 2 Months	2-6 Months	More than 6 Months	0.92337164750957856	0.88789237668161436	0.8586387434554974	0.83011583011583012	







2 x 4 Blood Rates

												https://online.stat.psu.edu/stat415/lesson/17/17.1

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Attending 		Resident						Total Cases		Attending		Resident

		Frequent		2		15		17				17		12%		88%

		Occasionally		3		28		31				31		10%		90%

		Rarely		31		23		54				54		57%		43%

		Never		13		5		18				18		72%		28%

				49		71		120

		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)



		A		6.9416666667		10.0583333333		17				Practical Question:  Is there a statistical  difference in number of transfusion prescribed by attending physicians vs residents?

		B		12.6583333333		18.3416666667		31

		C		22.05		31.95		54				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		D		7.35		10.65		18

				49		71		120				Note the difference ( transfusion rate) of Attending vs Residentt at the Frequent and Occasionally level



		A		3.5178971589		2.4278445181

		B		7.3693274084		5.0858738452

		C		3.6327664399		2.5071205008

		D		4.3431972789		2.9974178404

						Chi.calc		31.8814449905		Chi.calc

						p value		0.0000006		p value

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				2



				df		3		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		7.815

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Accept Ha

														0.0000006		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Blood Transfusion Categories 

Attending vs. Resident



Attending 	Frequent	Occasionally	Rarely	Never	0.11764705882352941	9.6774193548387094E-2	0.57407407407407407	0.72222222222222221	Resident	Frequent	Occasionally	Rarely	Never	0.88235294117647056	0.90322580645161288	0.42592592592592593	0.27777777777777779	









2 x 2 Infestation

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-readers/publications/statistics-square-one/8-chi-squared-tests

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				On- Campus Housing 		Off Campus Housing										On Campus		Off Campus

		Infested		18		37		55								14%		23%

		Not Infested		112		124		236

				130		161		291

														Practical Question:  Is there a statistical  difference in number of head lice outbreaks by location?

		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)



		Infested		24.5704467354		30.4295532646		55

		Not Infested		105.4295532646		130.5704467354		236						Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

				130		161		291

														8.2 An outbreak of pediculosis capitis (head lice) is being investigated in a girls’ school containing 291 pupils. Of 130 children who live in a nearby housing estate 18 were infested and of 161 who live elsewhere 37 were infested. What is the x² value of the difference, and what is its significance? Find the difference in infestation rates and a 95% confidence interval for the difference.

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Infested		1.757020162		1.418711932

		Not Infested		0.4094750377		0.3306320181

						Chi.calc		3.916

						p value		0.0478331297

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Accept Ha						0.0478331297		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Head Lice Infestation Rate

by Location



On Campus	Off Campus	0.13846153846153847	0.22981366459627328	







2x2

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)		Mortality at day 90										https://www.ccjm.org/content/84/9_suppl_2/e20

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				YES		NO

		Focal ARDS		6		22		28						0.0256408124

		NonFocal ARDS		35		42		77

				41		64		105

				YES		NO

		Focal ARDS		10.9333333333		17.0666666667		28

		NonFocal ARDS		30.0666666667		46.9333333333		77

				41		64		105

				YES		NO

		Focal ARDS		2.2260162602		1.4260416667

		NonFocal ARDS		0.8094604582		0.5185606061

						Chi.calc		4.980

						p value		0.0256408124



		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		YES





2x2 (2)

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)		Mortality at day 90										The two proportion z-test and the Chi-square test of homogeneity - Bing video

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		25		31		56						0.344704222

		Not Infected		75		69		144

				100		100		200

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		28		28		56

		Not Infected		72		72		144

				100		100		200

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		0.3214285714		0.3214285714

		Not Infected		0.125		0.125

						Chi.calc		0.893

						p value		0.344704222



		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		YES



https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=two+proportions+test+vs+chi+square&docid=603516898813689181&mid=47351BCC8335B584F3BA47351BCC8335B584F3BA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

2 x 3

														The two proportion z-test and the Chi-square test of homogeneity - Bing video

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Infected		Not Infected						Total Cases		Referal Rate

		A		25		75		100				100		25%

		B		31		69		100				100		31%

		C		10		90		100				100		10%

				66		234		300



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		A		22		78		100				Practical Question:  Is there a statistical difference in INFECTION RATES rates among these 3 treatments?

		B		22		78		100

		C		22		78		100				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

				66		234		300				Note:  This test just says there is a difference, but doesn't explain why



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		A		0.4090909091		0.1153846154

		B		3.6818181818		1.0384615385

		C		6.5454545455		1.8461538462

						Chi.calc		13.6363636364		Chi.calc

						p value		0.0010937077		p value

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				2



				df		2		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		5.9914645471

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		yes

														0.0010937077		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Referal Rate by Practice



A	B	C	0.25	0.31	0.1	





https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=two+proportions+test+vs+chi+square&docid=603516898813689181&mid=47351BCC8335B584F3BA47351BCC8335B584F3BA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

2x2 two proportions test

														The two proportion z-test and the Chi-square test of homogeneity - Bing video

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		25		31		56						0.344704222		Chis Square

		Not Infected		75		69		144						-0.9449111825		Z Calculated

		% Infected		0.25		0.31		0.28

				100		100		200						0.172352111		P one sided

														0.344704222		Two sided P

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		28		28		56

		Not Infected		72		72		144

		% Infecte Expect		0.28		0.28		0.28

				100		100		200

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		0.3214285714		0.3214285714

		Not Infected		0.125		0.125

						Chi.calc		0.893

						p value		0.344704222



		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		YES



https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=two+proportions+test+vs+chi+square&docid=603516898813689181&mid=47351BCC8335B584F3BA47351BCC8335B584F3BA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

ssmi pg

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://pressbooks.library.upei.ca/montelpare/chapter/multi-way-contingency-table-chi-square-analysis/

		OBSERVED

				A		B		C

		A		7		49		6		62

		B		10		82		6		98

		C		5		33		2		40

				22		164		14		200



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		infrequent		6.82		50.84		4.34		62

		occasional		10.78		80.36		6.86		98

		frequent		4.4		32.8		2.8		40

				22		164		14		200



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC

		infrequent		0.0047507331		0.0665932337		0.6349308756

		occasional		0.0564378479		0.0334693878		0.1078134111

		frequent		0.0818181818		0.0012195122		0.2285714286

								Pearson Chi Square		1.216

								p value		0.8755227987

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				3

				df		4

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		9.4877290368

								Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		no

						9.4877290368		1.216





Sheet1 (2)

				0.05		0.025

				5		4

				5

						3.4954059325

		Alpha .05		Two Tailed		2.7764451052

		Alpha/2 = .025		One Tail		2.7764451052

				Probability Alpha/2		=T.DIST(C6,C2,FALSE)

						0.975

						0.975

				Right Trail		0.0255808178

				Left Tail		-0.0255808178

				95% CI		0.949





2 x 5 hospital

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Missing		Not Missing						Missing Rate

		NH		66		701		767				9%

		NAH		74		593		667				11%

		NBH		34		401		435				8%

		NWC ADULT		85		450		535				16%

		NCH		19		1565		1584				1%

				278		3710		3988



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		NH		53.4669007021		713.5330992979		767				Practical Question:  Is there a statiscial difference in MISSING RATE  among hospitals?

		NAH		46.4959879639		620.5040120361		667

		NBH		30.3234704112		404.6765295888		435				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc < Chi Crit

		NWC ADULT		37.2943831494		497.7056168506		535

		NCH		110.4192577733		1473.5807422267		1584

				278		3710		3988



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		NH		2.9378657814		0.2201419642

		NAH		16.2695903713		1.2191229443

		NBH		0.445756031		0.0334016649

		NWC ADULT		61.0232878761		4.5726345093

		NCH		75.6886150148		5.6715458151

						Chi.calc		168.0819619725

						p value		2.698E-35

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				5

		Number of Columns				2



				df		4		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



				Chi.crit		9.4877290368

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		yes

		p value 		2.69832318668375E-35





Missing Not Missing	NH	NAH	NBH	NWC ADULT	NCH	8.6049543676662316E-2	0.11094452773613193	7.8160919540229884E-2	0.15887850467289719	1.1994949494949494E-2	Not Missing	NH	NAH	NBH	NWC ADULT	NCH	







2 X 3 Star Trek

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)										https://statisticsbyjim.com/hypothesis-testing/chi-square-test-independence-example/

		OBSERVED OUTCOMES - PLANET VISITS

				Dead		Alive				Death Rate By Uniform Color				Enter into Minitab

		Blue		7		129		136		0.0514705882				Color		Status		Frequency

		Gold		9		46		55		0.1636363636				Blue		Dead		7

		Red		24		215		239		0.10041841				Blue		Alive		129

				40		390		430						Gold		Dead		9

														Gold		Alive		46

		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)												Red		Dead		24

		Blue		12.6511627907		123.3488372093		136						Red		Alive		215

		Gold		5.1162790698		49.8837209302		55

		Red		22.2325581395		216.7674418605		239

				40		390		430



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC

		Blue		2.5243245554		0.2589050826

		Gold		2.9480972516		0.3023689489

		Red		0.1405079303		0.0144110698

						Pearson Chi Square Calculated		6.1886148386

						p value		0.0453063799		=CHIDIST(D19,C24)

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				2

				df		2

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		5.991

								yes

						Chi.crit				Chi.calc

						5.991		>		6.19		Reject NULL

						p.crit				p.calc

						0.05		>		0.045		Reject NULL



Star Trek Mortality Rate

By Uniform Color



Blue	Gold	Red	5.1470588235294115E-2	0.16363636363636364	0.100418410041841	







2 Proportions Test - Minitab
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Chi Square:  Gender Links to Death Rate 

ANALYZE

Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05
OBSERVED COUNTS (ACTUAL) in 1000s

1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA
DIED SURVIVED Row Total

MEN 273 14616 14889
WOMEN 228 15155 15383

Column Total 501 29771 30272 <= Grand total

EXPECTED COUNTS (CALCULATED)
2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

DIED SURVIVED Row Total
MEN 247 14642 14889
WOMEN 255 15128 15383

Column Total 501 29771 30272 <= Grand total
3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

I want to be 95% confident so my p criteria value is 1 - .95 = 0.05
4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 

if p(calculated) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis DIFFERENCE
if p(calculated) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference). NO DIFFERENCE

4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test
p-calculated or =CHISQ.TEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)

p-value calculated =
Is p(calculated) < p(criteria) Yes

5. Analyze Result

=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)
0.015

Difference is Statistically Significant


Chi Square Explained

				Data occurs in two broad types:  Discrete (counting) and Variable (measuring)

				The Pearson's χ2 test (after Karl Pearson, 1900) is the most commonly used test for the difference in observed outcome (distribution) of categorical (DISCRETE) variables between two or more independent groups.  Examples: Men, Women, / With Drug, With Placebo


				Suppose we are interested in comparing the proportion of individuals with a particular outcome between two groups (Male vs Female). 

				The null hypothesis means that there is no difference in the proportions of the two groups. 

				The "p" value is used to determine whether to reject the null hypothesis (accept a difference) or "fail to reject the null" (i.e cannot prove difference).  P.crit is threshold to evaluate your hypothesis…typically .05 (translates to a 95% confidence level).

				if p.calc < p.crit : reject null , ASSUME DIFFERENCE

				if p.calc > p.crit : assume NO DIFFERENCE 



				The data can be arranged in a 2 × 2 contingency table.  This is the most common contingency table.



				A larger contingency table can accommodate the data if there are more than two input groups (Democrat, Republican, Independant)  or if the categorical variable of interest can take more than two possible outcomes (i.e Low, Medium, High) values.





Covid CHI Square Large Samp (2

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS (ACTUAL) in 1000s

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA																OUTCOMES

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								Mortality Rate

						MEN		273		14616		14889								1.8%

						WOMEN		228		15155		15383								1.5%

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS (CALCULATED)

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)																		OUTCOMES

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						MEN		247		14642		14889										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

						WOMEN		255		15128		15383						INPUT		MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total						WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p criteria value is 1 - .95 =						0.05								Practical Question		Is there a difference in mortality rate between Men & Women?

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 																Statistical Question		Are the observed counts different statistically from expected (with 95% confidence)?												0.015443086

						if p(calculated) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE						Statistical Answer		Chi Square p(calc) of .015 < p(criteria) of .05, therefore REJECT NULL, ACCEPT DIFFERENCE HYPOTHESIS

						if p(calculated) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE						Practical Answer		There is a statistical difference in mortality rate between Men and Women

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test

				p-calculated 		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)				or		=CHISQ.TEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)

						p-value calculated =		0.015												Statistical Answer Interpretations

						Is p(calculated) < p(criteria)		Yes												1		Outcomes from the two groups are different, statistically 

				5. Analyze Result				Difference is Statistically Significant												2		The differences are statistically significant

																				3		The differences are are not the result of chance.

																				4		Does not mean CAUSATION





















COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798113E-2	

Like % Rate









Covid CHI Square Large Sample

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS  ACTUAL

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								Mortality Rate				MORTALITY RATE FACTOR

						MEN		273		14616		14889								1.8%		% DIFFERENCE		1.24

						WOMEN		228		15155		15383								1.5%		-19%

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						MEN		247		14642		14889										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

						WOMEN		255		15128		15383								MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

						Column Total		501		29771		30272		<= Grand total						WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p value criteria is 1 - .95 =						0.05

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 																								Chi Calculated		5.8652020595				0.015443086

						if p(observed) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE														Chi Crit		3.8414588207

						if p(observed) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE								(CALCULATED) EXPECTED COUNTS

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test																		COLUMN TOTAL		ROW TOTAL 

				p-value=		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)				=CHISQ.TEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)												501		14889		247

						p-value calculated =		0.015443085953713																30272

						Is p(calculated) < p(criteria)		Yes																GRAND TOTAL

				5. Analyze Result				Difference is Statistically Significant

																						Practical Question		Is there a difference in mortality rate between Men & Women

																						Statistical Question		Are the observed counts different statistically from expected (with a 95% confidence level)?

																						Statistical Answer		Chi Square p value calculated of .015 < p value criteria of .05, therefore REJECT NULL, ACCEPT ALTERNATE HYPOTHESIS

																						Practical Answer		There is a statistical difference in mortality rate between Men and Women

















COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798113E-2	

Like % Rate









Covid CHI Square Small Sample

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS  ACTUAL

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								Mortality Rate				MORTALITY RATE FACTOR

						MEN		100		5345		5445								1.8%		% DIFFERENCE		1.24

						WOMEN		100		6651		6751								1.5%		-19%

						Column Total		200		11996		12196		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

								DIED		SURVIVED		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						MEN		89		5356		5445										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL				US Death Rate

						WOMEN		111		6640		6751								MEN		100		5,345		5,445				53.45

						Column Total		200		11996		12196		<= Grand total						WOMEN		100		6,651		6,751				66.51

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p value criteria is 1 - .95 =						0.05										(Try 175 DIED M & F)

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 

						if p(observed) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE

						if p(observed) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE								(CALCULATED) EXPECTED COUNTS

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test																		COLUMN TOTAL		ROW TOTAL 

				p-value=		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)																200		5445		89

						p-value=		0.124555649592859																12196

						Is p(observed) < p(criteria)		No																GRAND TOTAL

				5. Analyze Result				p>.05 No Statistical Significance

























COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798113E-2	

Like % Rate









z two prop vs. Chi 

				Chi Square																Two Proportions Test

				OBSERVED FREQUENCIES																PROPORTIONS (MARGINAL)

		Frequency		Response														Proportion		Response																BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

		Gender				DIED		SURVIVED		Total Count M/F				True Rate				Gender				DIED		SURVIVED		Total % M/F												DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

				MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14889007		MEN		1.8%						MEN		0.02		0.98		100%										MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

				WOMEN		227863		15,155,363		15383226		WOMEN		1.5%						WOMEN		0.01		0.9851875673		100%										WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226

				Total		501308		29770925		30272233										Total		0.02		0.9834400059		100%

								df

				Number of Row		2		1												N1		14889007		MEN

				Number of Columns		2		1												N2		15383226		WOMEN

				Alpha				0.05												MEN		DIED		0.02

								3.8414588207		<---Chi Square Critical										WOMEN		DIED		0.01

				EXPECTED FREQUENCIES

				Response																P		0.0165599941		DIED

		Outcome				DIED		SURVIVED		Total										q		0.9834400059		SURVIVED

				MEN		246561.868136916		14642445.1318631		14889007										Z		1650713.92				0.00						76.5846071967

				WOMEN		254746.131863084		15128479.8681369		15383226																0.0162857607		0.0000001322				76.5846071967		Square Root of Chi Square

				Total		501308		29770925		30272233

																						491008836569.276		=		Z for df = 1

				Chi-Square

		Outcome				DIED		SURVIVED		Total

				MEN		2931.1214431854		49.3567004868		2980.4781436722

				WOMEN		2836.9529047702		47.7710110379		2884.7239158082

				Total		5768.0743479556		97.1277115247		5865.20206		<---Calculated Chi Square



												2.00490175883107E+31		83160000		2.41089677589114E+23

								100.0000%		Confidence of Accepting of Ha 

				p value				0.000%

				p value Excel Formula				0.00000

				Ha		Dependence (means I can predict the outcome based on knowledge inputs

				Ho

								Chi Critical				Calculated Chi Square

								3.8414588207		<		5865.20206





MEN	WOMEN	1.8365563264225747E-2	1.4812432710798112E-2	







z test (3)

				DIED		SURVIVED

		MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14889007		0.0183655633		0.0165599941

		WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15383226		0.0148124327

				501308		29770925

				z		76.5846071967		0.0035531306

								0.0162857607		0.0000001322				0.0000463948

				p		0.0000000

				BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL

				MEN		273,445		14,615,562		14,889,007

				WOMEN		227,863		15,155,363		15,383,226





z test (2)

				te		non te

		Women		20		80		100		0.2		0.13

		Men		6		94		100		0.06

				26		174

				z		2.9436199347		0.14

								0.1131		0.02				0.0475604878

				p		0.003243981





PHC WORKING

						55 Weeks COVID 19 CASES  April 27, 2020 - May 10, 2021

				Chi-Square Test using p-value <.05

								OBSERVED COUNTS  ACTUAL

				1. Calculate the row totals, column totals, and grand total for the OBSERVED DATA

								WORKING		NOT WORKING		Row Total								Mortality Rate				MORTALITY RATE FACTOR

						BEFORE PHC		7		24		31								22.6%		IMPROVEMENT		0.26

						AFTER PHC		27		4		31								87.1%		386%

						Column Total		34		28		62		<= Grand total



								EXPECTED COUNTS

				2. Calculate EXPECTED COUNT values for each cell as (row total * column total / grand total)

								WORKING		NOT WORKING		Row Total								BUILD CONTINGENCY TABLE HERE

						BEFORE PHC		17		14		31										DIED		SURVIVED		TOTAL				US Death Rate

						AFTER PHC		17		14		31								MEN		100		5,345		5,445				53.45

						Column Total		34		28		62		<= Grand total						WOMEN		100		6,651		6,751				66.51

				3. Select a p-value criteria based on desired CONFIDENCE LEVEL

						I want to be 95% confident so my p value criteria is 1 - .95 =						0.05										(Try 175 DIED M & F)

				4. Hypothesis Accept / Reject Rules 

						if p(observed) < p(criteria), reject Null Hypothesis								DIFFERENCE

						if p(observed) > p(criteria), fail to reject Null (cannot see a difference).								NO DIFFERENCE								(CALCULATED) EXPECTED COUNTS

				4. Calculate the p-value for the chi-square test																		COLUMN TOTAL		ROW TOTAL 

				p-value=		=CHITEST(D8:E9,D15:E16)																34		31		17

						p-value=		0.000000332616457																62

						Is p(observed) < p(criteria)		Yes																GRAND TOTAL

				5. Analyze Result				Difference is Statistically Significant

























COVID 19 MORTALITY RATE BY GENDER

Mortality Rate	BEFORE PHC	AFTER PHC	0.22580645161290322	0.87096774193548387	

Like % Rate









Chi-sq dist

		Y		f(y)								df=k=		1						Chi Square Critical Value

		0		ERROR:#DIV/0!																Alpha		0.05

		0.5		0.4393912895																Df		1

		1		0.2419707245																critical value		3.8414588207

		1.5		0.1538663228

		2		0.1037768744																Z Critical Value 

		2.5		0.0722889571																Alpha		0.05

		3		0.0513934433																Alpha/2		0.025

		3.5		0.0370561845																1- a/2 Probability		0.975

		4		0.0269954833																Z (number of std deviations		1.9599639845

		4.5		0.0198217149																Z^2		3.8414588207		Z^2

		5		0.0146449826

		5.5		0.0108747403

		6		0.0081086956

		6.5		0.0060673119

		7		0.0045533429

		7.5		0.0034259035

		8		0.0025833732																												Category		Hypothesized Proportion		Observed		Expected

		8.5		0.0019518618																												Male		0.5		70		89				4.0561797753

		9		0.0014772828																												Female		0.5		108		89				4.0561797753

		9.5		0.0011198232																																178						8.1123595506

		10		0.0008500367																												p Value		0.0043964463

		10.5		0.0006460548																												Test Statistic		8.1123595506

		11		0.0004915799

		11.5		0.0003744276																												Alpha		0.05

		12		0.0002854648																												Df (r-1)*(c-1)		1

		12.5		0.0002178284																												critical value		3.8414588207

		13		0.0001663506																														Accept Ha

		13.5		0.0001271322

		14		0.0000972265

		14.5		0.0000744031

		15		0.0000569713

		15.5		0.0000436478

		16		0.0000334576

		16.5		0.0000256589

		17		0.0000196871

		17.5		0.0000151117

		18		0.0000116044

		18.5		0.0000089146

		19		0.0000068507

		19.5		0.0000052665

		20		0.00000405

		20.5		0.0000031154

		21		0.0000023972

		21.5		0.0000018451

		22		0.0000014206

		22.5		0.000001094

		23		0.0000008427

		23.5		0.0000006493



0	0.5	1	1.5	2	2.5	3	3.5	4	4.5	5	5.5	6	6.5	7	7.5	8	8.5	9	9.5	10	10.5	11	11.5	12	12.5	13	13.5	14	14.5	15	15.5	16	16.5	17	17.5	18	18.5	19	19.5	20	20.5	21	21.5	22	22.5	23	23.5	0	0.43939128946772232	0.24197072451914334	0.15386632280545526	0.10377687435514865	7.2288957067272508E-2	5.139344326792309E-2	3.705618452374812E-2	2.6995483256594024E-2	1.9821714870604898E-2	1.4644982561926485E-2	1.087474033728314E-2	8.1086955549402439E-3	6.0673119	025767353E-3	4.5533429216401732E-3	3.4259035101394824E-3	2.5833731692615062E-3	1.9518617565225447E-3	1.4772828039793355E-3	1.1198232344578796E-3	8.5003666025203412E-4	6.4605484281517449E-4	4.9157985005762153E-4	3.7442761768791474E-4	2.8546479167585506E-4	2.1782842303527097E-4	1.66350556202859E-4	1.271321608565569E-4	9.7226505045914372E-5	7.4403106875490743E-5	5.6971259661427411E-5	4.3647762144189506E-5	3.3457556441221335E-5	2.5658934493672186E-5	1.9687134527509615E-5	1.5111734848619761E-5	1.1604420995562323E-5	8.9145668075170811E-6	6.8507116348431001E-6	5.2664936100556295E-6	4.049955478044558E-6	3.1154063142276254E-6	2.3972225728510397E-6	1.8451222900996885E-6	1.4205594857744214E-6	1.0939711911524848E-6	8.4267402248654239E-7	6.4925600080124915E-7	critical value	



3.8414588206941236	0	







Sheet2

		https://www.socscistatistics.com/tutorials/chisquare/default.aspx

		How to Report a Chi-Square Test Result (APA)



		The APA requirements for citing statistical test results are quite precise, so you need to pay attention to the basic format, and also to the placing of brackets, punctuation, italics, and the like.



		This is the basic format for reporting a chi-square test result (where the color red means you substitute in the appropriate value from your study).



		X2 (degress of freedom, N = sample size) = chi-square statistic value, p = p value.



		Example



		Imagine we conducted a study that looked at whether there is a link between gender and the ability to swim. We might report the results like this:



		A chi-square test of independence was performed to examine the relation between gender and the ability to swim. The relation between these variables was significant, X2 (1, N = 84) = 8.9, p = .0029. Women were more likely than men to be able to swim.



		Other Examples



		The proportion of subjects who reported being depressed did not differ by marriage, X2 (1, N = 104) = 1.7, p > .05.



		There is a significant relationship between the two variables. Hipsters are more likely than non-hipsters to own an IPhone, X2 (1, N = 54) = 6.7, p < .01.



		A chi-square test of independence showed that there was no significant association between gender and chocolate preference, X2 (2, N = 88) = 2.1, p = .35.



		Notes



		Some things to look out for:



		1. There are two ways to cite p values. The first way is to report the alpha value as in a couple of the examples above. The second way, very much the preferred way in the age of computer aided calculations (and the way recommended by the APA), is to report the exact p value (as in our main example). If you report the exact p value, then you need to state your alpha level early in your results section. The other thing to note here is that if your p value is less than .001, it's conventional simply to state p < .001, rather than give the exact value.



		2. The calculated chi-square statistic should be stated at two decimal places.



		3. P values don't have a leading 0 - i.e., not 0.05, just .05.



		4. Remember to restate your hypothesis in your results section before detailing your result.



		5. Don't be afraid to include a crosstabs table if you think it'll make your results clearer.
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Chi Square Test

				te				non te

		Women		20		13		80		87		113

		Men		6		13		94		87		113

				26		0.1494252874		174						200

				Chi Squared Observed 				8.6648983201		OBSERVED

				Alpha				0.05

				Df (R-1) x (C-1)				1

								3.8414588207		EXPECTED

				# Rows		2				DF		1

				# Columns		2

				p				0.00324

								Total TE		0.13		13

								Total Non TE		0.87		87





Sheet1

				0.05		0.025

				5		4

				5

						3.4954059325

		Alpha .05		Two Tailed		2.7764451052

		Alpha/2 = .025		One Tail		2.7764451052

				Probability Alpha/2		=T.DIST(C6,C2,FALSE)

						0.975

						0.975

				Right Trail		0.0255808178

				Left Tail		-0.0255808178

				95% CI		0.949





z two proportions

				OBSERVED FREQUENCIES																PROPORTIONS (MARGINAL)

		Frequency		Response														Proportion		Response

		Gender				Agree		Disagree		Total Count M/F				True Rate				Gender				Agree		Disagree		Total % M/F

				M		70		70		140		M		50.0%						M		0.50		0.50		100%

				F		20		40		60		F		33.3%						M		0.33		0.6666666667		100%

				Total		90		110		200										Total		0.45		0.55		100%

								df

				Number of Row		2		1												N1		140		M

				Number of Columns		2		1												N2		60		F

				Alpha				0.05												M		Agree		0.50

								3.8414588207		<---Chi Square Critical										M		Agree		0.33

				EXPECTED FREQUENCIES

				Response																P		0.45		Agree

		Outcome				Agree		Disagree		Total										q		0.55		Disagree

				M		63		77		140										Z		28.28				0.17						2.1711298243

				F		27		33		60																0.2475		0.0238095238				2.1711298243

				Total		90		110		200

																						2.1711298243		=		Z for df = 1

				Chi-Square

		Outcome				Agree		Disagree		Total

				M		0.7777777778		0.6363636364		1.4141414141

				F		1.8148148148		1.4848484848		3.2996632997

				Total		2.5925925926		2.1212121212		4.71380		<---Calculated Chi Square



												392000000		83160000		4.7138047138

								97.0079%		Confidence of Accepting of Ha 

				p value				2.992%

				p value Excel Formula				0.02992

				Ha		Dependence (means I can predict the outcome based on knowledge inputs

				Ho

								Chi Critical				Calculated Chi Square

								3.8414588207		<		4.71380





M	F	0.5	0.33333333333333331	







Test of Independance

				OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				A 

		B				-		+		Total				True Rate

				-		50		10		60		-		83.3%

				+		20		20		40		+		50.0%

				Total		70		30		100

								df

				Number of Row		2		1

				Number of Columns		2		1

				Alpha				0.05

								=CHIINV(D10,+D8*D9)		<---Chi Square Critical Value

				EXPECTED FREQUENCIES

				A 

		Outcome				-		+		Total

				-		42		18		60

				+		28		12		40

				Total		70		30		100

				Chi-Square

		Outcome				-		+		Total

				-		1.5238095238		3.5555555556		5.0793650794

				+		2.2857142857		5.3333333333		7.619047619

				Total		3.8095238095		8.8888888889		12.69841		<---Calculated Chi Square



								99.9634%		Confidence of Accepting of Ha 

				p value				0.037%

				p value Excel Formula				0.00037

				Ha		Dependence (means I can predict the outcome based on knowledge inputs

				Ho

								Chi Critical				Calculated Chi Square

								=CHIINV(D10,+D8*D9)		>		12.69841



								12.6984126984



-	+	0.83333333333333337	0.5	







z test

				te		non te

		Women		20		80		100		0.2		0.13

		Men		6		94		100		0.06

				26		174

				z		2.9436199347		0.14

								0.1131		0.02				0.0475604878

				p		0.003243981





3x3

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://pressbooks.library.upei.ca/montelpare/chapter/multi-way-contingency-table-chi-square-analysis/

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				0 er		1-3 er		>3 er						Practical Question:  Is there a relationship between the use of online tools and visits to the ER?

		infrequent		12		55		100		167

		occasional		21		37		19		77				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		frequent		105		11		15		131

				138		103		134		375



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		infrequent		61.456		45.8693333333		59.6746666667		167

		occasional		28.336		21.1493333333		27.5146666667		77

		frequent		48.208		35.9813333333		46.8106666667		131

				138		103		134		375

														The results of our analysis show that there is a relationship between the use of online tools and visits to the emergency room. That is, individuals that had a lower frequency of use of online tools were more likely to visit the emergency room than individuals that were considered frequent users of the online tools.

		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		infrequent		39.7991398073		1.8175340193		27.2499638335

		occasional		1.8992411067		11.8795060732		2.6349419138

		frequent		66.9044819117		17.3441881469		21.6172634537

								Chi.calc		191.1462602663

								p value		0.000		1.0

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				3

		Calculate Degrees of Freedom		df		4		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

		State Alpha Risk		alpha risk		0.01

		Chi.crit based on df and alpha risk		Chi.crit		13.276704136

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

								Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Accept Ha





3x4

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://sphweb.bumc.bu.edu/otlt/mph-modules/bs/bs704_hypothesistesting-chisquare/bs704_hypothesistesting-chisquare_print.html

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				No Regular Exercise		Sporadic Exercise		Regular Exercise

		Dorm		32		30		28		90				Practical Question:  Does where you live relate to your level of exercise?

		on-campus apartment		74		64		42		180

		off-campus apartment		110		25		15		150				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		at home		39		6		5		50

				255		125		90		470



		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		Dorm		48.829787234		23.9361702128		17.2340425532		90

		on-campus apartment		97.6595744681		47.8723404255		34.4680851064		180

		off-campus apartment		81.3829787234		39.8936170213		28.7234042553		150

		at home		27.1276595745		13.2978723404		9.5744680851		50

				255		125		90		470



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		Dorm		5.8005933343		1.5361702128		6.7254005779

		on-campus apartment		5.7319056228		5.4332293144		1.6458628842

		off-campus apartment		10.0627172855		5.5602836879		6.5567375887

		at home		5.1958948686		4.0050723404		2.1855791962

								Chi.calc		60.4394469136				In a prior example we evaluated data from a survey of university graduates which assessed, among other things, how frequently they exercised. The survey was completed by 470 graduates. In the prior example we used the χ2 goodness-of-fit test to assess whether there was a shift in the distribution of responses to the exercise question following the implementation of a health promotion campaign on campus. We specifically considered one sample (all students) and compared the observed distribution to the distribution of responses the prior year (a historical control). Suppose we now wish to assess whether there is a relationship between exercise on campus and students' living arrangements. As part of the same survey, graduates were asked where they lived their senior year. The response options were dormitory, on-campus apartment, off-campus apartment, and at home (i.e., commuted to and from the university). The data are shown below.

								p value		0.000

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				3



				df		6		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		12.5915872437

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

								Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?

				Yes, Reject Null, Accept Ha

														3.66450E-11		Using Formula

														60.4394469136		Using Formula





2 x 5

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)										https://pressbooks.library.upei.ca/montelpare/chapter/multi-way-contingency-table-chi-square-analysis/

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES										https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-readers/publications/statistics-square-one/8-chi-squared-tests

				Standard Treatment		New Treatment						Improvement Rate

		Much improved		12		18		30				40%		60%

		improved		17		23		40				43%		58%

		Unchanged		19		15		34				56%		44%

		Worse		13		9		22				59%		41%

		Much worse		9		8		17				53%		47%

				70		73		143



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		Much improved		14.6853146853		15.3146853147		30				Practical Question:  Is there a statiscial difference in ouctomes with new treatment vs standard treament?

		improved		19.5804195804		20.4195804196		40

		Unchanged		16.6433566434		17.3566433566		34				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc < Chi Crit

		Worse		10.7692307692		11.2307692308		22

		Much worse		8.3216783217		8.6783216783		17				Note:  Your confidence in claiming a difference (i.e. Accept Ha)  is 1-.509 = 49%

				70		73		143



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		Much improved		0.491028971		0.4708496982

		improved		0.3400624376		0.3260872689

		Unchanged		0.3336927778		0.319979376

		Worse		0.4620879121		0.4430979979

		Much worse		0.0552917671		0.0530195027

						Chi.calc		3.2951977092

						p value		0.5096934981

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				5

		Number of Columns				2



				df		4		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



				Chi.crit		9.4877290368

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		no





Standard Treatment New Treatment	Much improved	improved	Unchanged	Worse	Much worse	0.4	0.42499999999999999	0.55882352941176472	0.59090909090909094	0.52941176470588236	New Treatment	Much improved	improved	Unchanged	Worse	Much worse	0.6	0.57499999999999996	0.44117647058823528	0.40909090909090912	0.47058823529411764	







2 x 4

												https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-readers/publications/statistics-square-one/8-chi-squared-tests

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Referred 		Not referred						Total Cases		Referal Rate

		A		14		89		103				103		14%

		B		11		81		92				92		12%

		C		39		127		166				166		23%

		D		31		190		221				221		14%

				95		487		582



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		A		16.8127147766		86.1872852234		103				Practical Question:  Is there a statistical difference in referal rates among the practices?

		B		15.0171821306		76.9828178694		92

		C		27.0962199313		138.9037800687		166				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		D		36.0738831615		184.9261168385		221

				95		487		582				Note:  This test just says there is a difference, but doesn't explain why



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		A		0.4705584149		0.0917927093

		B		1.0746192015		0.2096279757

		C		5.2295109902		1.0201304806

		D		0.7136545356		0.1392139238

						Chi.calc		8.9491082316		Chi.calc

						p value		0.0299752288		p value

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				2



				df		3		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		7.8147279033

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		yes

														0.0299752288		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Referal Rate by Practice



A	B	C	D	0.13592233009708737	0.11956521739130435	0.23493975903614459	0.14027149321266968	







2 x 4 Autism

												https://www.coconino.edu/resources/files/pdfs/academics/sabbatical-reports/kate-kozak/chapter_11.pdf

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES										Total Cases		Autism Rate

				Autism		No Autism						261		92%

		None		241		20		261				223		89%

		Less than 2 Months		198		25		223				191		86%

		2-6 Months		164		27		191				259		83%

		More than 6 Months		215		44		259

				818		116		934

												Practical Question:  Is there a statistical connection of breast feeding to months of breast feeding?

		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		A		228.5845824411		32.4154175589		261				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc < Chi Crit

		B		195.3040685225		27.6959314775		223

		C		167.278372591		23.721627409		191				Note how .01 alpha risk affect statististical test results

		D		226.8329764454		32.1670235546		259

				818		116		934



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		A		0.6743350383		4.7552246668

		B		0.0372140047		0.2624228955

		C		0.0642505464		0.4530771292

		D		0.6172794351		4.3528842922

						Chi.calc		11.2166880082

						p value		0.0106100514

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				2



				df		3		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.01

				Chi.crit		11.3448667301

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Ho Reject Ha

														0.0106100514		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Autism Rate:  Months of Breast Feeding



None	Less than 2 Months	2-6 Months	More than 6 Months	0.92337164750957856	0.88789237668161436	0.8586387434554974	0.83011583011583012	







2 x 4 Blood Rates

												https://online.stat.psu.edu/stat415/lesson/17/17.1

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Attending 		Resident						Total Cases		Attending		Resident

		Frequent		2		15		17				17		12%		88%

		Occasionally		3		28		31				31		10%		90%

		Rarely		31		23		54				54		57%		43%

		Never		13		5		18				18		72%		28%

				49		71		120

		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)



		A		6.9416666667		10.0583333333		17				Practical Question:  Is there a statistical  difference in number of transfusion prescribed by attending physicians vs residents?

		B		12.6583333333		18.3416666667		31

		C		22.05		31.95		54				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

		D		7.35		10.65		18

				49		71		120				Note the difference ( transfusion rate) of Attending vs Residentt at the Frequent and Occasionally level



		A		3.5178971589		2.4278445181

		B		7.3693274084		5.0858738452

		C		3.6327664399		2.5071205008

		D		4.3431972789		2.9974178404

						Chi.calc		31.8814449905		Chi.calc

						p value		0.0000006		p value

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				4

		Number of Columns				2



				df		3		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		7.815

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Accept Ha

														0.0000006		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Blood Transfusion Categories 

Attending vs. Resident



Attending 	Frequent	Occasionally	Rarely	Never	0.11764705882352941	9.6774193548387094E-2	0.57407407407407407	0.72222222222222221	Resident	Frequent	Occasionally	Rarely	Never	0.88235294117647056	0.90322580645161288	0.42592592592592593	0.27777777777777779	









2 x 2 Infestation

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://www.bmj.com/about-bmj/resources-readers/publications/statistics-square-one/8-chi-squared-tests

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				On- Campus Housing 		Off Campus Housing										On Campus		Off Campus

		Infested		18		37		55								14%		23%

		Not Infested		112		124		236

				130		161		291

														Practical Question:  Is there a statistical  difference in number of head lice outbreaks by location?

		EXPECTED FREQUENCIES (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)



		Infested		24.5704467354		30.4295532646		55

		Not Infested		105.4295532646		130.5704467354		236						Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

				130		161		291

														8.2 An outbreak of pediculosis capitis (head lice) is being investigated in a girls’ school containing 291 pupils. Of 130 children who live in a nearby housing estate 18 were infested and of 161 who live elsewhere 37 were infested. What is the x² value of the difference, and what is its significance? Find the difference in infestation rates and a 95% confidence interval for the difference.

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Infested		1.757020162		1.418711932

		Not Infested		0.4094750377		0.3306320181

						Chi.calc		3.916

						p value		0.0478331297

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		Accept Ha						0.0478331297		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Head Lice Infestation Rate

by Location



On Campus	Off Campus	0.13846153846153847	0.22981366459627328	







2x2

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)		Mortality at day 90										https://www.ccjm.org/content/84/9_suppl_2/e20

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				YES		NO

		Focal ARDS		6		22		28						0.0256408124

		NonFocal ARDS		35		42		77

				41		64		105

				YES		NO

		Focal ARDS		10.9333333333		17.0666666667		28

		NonFocal ARDS		30.0666666667		46.9333333333		77

				41		64		105

				YES		NO

		Focal ARDS		2.2260162602		1.4260416667

		NonFocal ARDS		0.8094604582		0.5185606061

						Chi.calc		4.980

						p value		0.0256408124



		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		YES





2x2 (2)

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)		Mortality at day 90										The two proportion z-test and the Chi-square test of homogeneity - Bing video

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		25		31		56						0.344704222

		Not Infected		75		69		144

				100		100		200

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		28		28		56

		Not Infected		72		72		144

				100		100		200

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		0.3214285714		0.3214285714

		Not Infected		0.125		0.125

						Chi.calc		0.893

						p value		0.344704222



		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		YES



https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=two+proportions+test+vs+chi+square&docid=603516898813689181&mid=47351BCC8335B584F3BA47351BCC8335B584F3BA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

2 x 3

														The two proportion z-test and the Chi-square test of homogeneity - Bing video

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Infected		Not Infected						Total Cases		Referal Rate

		A		25		75		100				100		25%

		B		31		69		100				100		31%

		C		10		90		100				100		10%

				66		234		300



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		A		22		78		100				Practical Question:  Is there a statistical difference in INFECTION RATES rates among these 3 treatments?

		B		22		78		100

		C		22		78		100				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc > Chi Crit

				66		234		300				Note:  This test just says there is a difference, but doesn't explain why



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		A		0.4090909091		0.1153846154

		B		3.6818181818		1.0384615385

		C		6.5454545455		1.8461538462

						Chi.calc		13.6363636364		Chi.calc

						p value		0.0010937077		p value

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				2



				df		2		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		5.9914645471

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		yes

														0.0010937077		p value calculated from range of observed vs calculated



Referal Rate by Practice



A	B	C	0.25	0.31	0.1	





https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=two+proportions+test+vs+chi+square&docid=603516898813689181&mid=47351BCC8335B584F3BA47351BCC8335B584F3BA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

2x2 two proportions test

														The two proportion z-test and the Chi-square test of homogeneity - Bing video

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		25		31		56						0.344704222		Chis Square

		Not Infected		75		69		144						-0.9449111825		Z Calculated

		% Infected		0.25		0.31		0.28

				100		100		200						0.172352111		P one sided

														0.344704222		Two sided P

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		28		28		56

		Not Infected		72		72		144

		% Infecte Expect		0.28		0.28		0.28

				100		100		200

				Treat A		Treat B

		Infected 		0.3214285714		0.3214285714

		Not Infected		0.125		0.125

						Chi.calc		0.893

						p value		0.344704222



		Number of Rows				2

		Number of Columns				2



				df		1		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		3.8414588207

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		YES



https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=two+proportions+test+vs+chi+square&docid=603516898813689181&mid=47351BCC8335B584F3BA47351BCC8335B584F3BA&view=detail&FORM=VIRE

ssmi pg

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)												https://pressbooks.library.upei.ca/montelpare/chapter/multi-way-contingency-table-chi-square-analysis/

		OBSERVED

				A		B		C

		A		7		49		6		62

		B		10		82		6		98

		C		5		33		2		40

				22		164		14		200



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		infrequent		6.82		50.84		4.34		62

		occasional		10.78		80.36		6.86		98

		frequent		4.4		32.8		2.8		40

				22		164		14		200



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC

		infrequent		0.0047507331		0.0665932337		0.6349308756

		occasional		0.0564378479		0.0334693878		0.1078134111

		frequent		0.0818181818		0.0012195122		0.2285714286

								Pearson Chi Square		1.216

								p value		0.8755227987

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				3

				df		4

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		9.4877290368

								Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		no

						9.4877290368		1.216





Sheet1 (2)

				0.05		0.025

				5		4

				5

						3.4954059325

		Alpha .05		Two Tailed		2.7764451052

		Alpha/2 = .025		One Tail		2.7764451052

				Probability Alpha/2		=T.DIST(C6,C2,FALSE)

						0.975

						0.975

				Right Trail		0.0255808178

				Left Tail		-0.0255808178

				95% CI		0.949





2 x 5 hospital

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)

		OBSERVED FREQUENCIES

				Missing		Not Missing						Missing Rate

		NH		66		701		767				9%

		NAH		74		593		667				11%

		NBH		34		401		435				8%

		NWC ADULT		85		450		535				16%

		NCH		19		1565		1584				1%

				278		3710		3988



		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)

		NH		53.4669007021		713.5330992979		767				Practical Question:  Is there a statiscial difference in MISSING RATE  among hospitals?

		NAH		46.4959879639		620.5040120361		667

		NBH		30.3234704112		404.6765295888		435				Statistical Answer:  Chi Sq Calc < Chi Crit

		NWC ADULT		37.2943831494		497.7056168506		535

		NCH		110.4192577733		1473.5807422267		1584

				278		3710		3988



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC - CALCULATED

		NH		2.9378657814		0.2201419642

		NAH		16.2695903713		1.2191229443

		NBH		0.445756031		0.0334016649

		NWC ADULT		61.0232878761		4.5726345093

		NCH		75.6886150148		5.6715458151

						Chi.calc		168.0819619725

						p value		2.698E-35

		CHI SQUARE CRITICAL ASSUMPTIONS

		Number of Rows				5

		Number of Columns				2



				df		4		(Rows-1) x (Columns-1)

				alpha risk		0.05

		STATE RESULTS OF HYPOTHESIS: (Accept or Reject Ha)



				Chi.crit		9.4877290368

						Is Chi.calc > Chi.crit?		yes

		p value 		2.69832318668375E-35





Missing Not Missing	NH	NAH	NBH	NWC ADULT	NCH	8.6049543676662316E-2	0.11094452773613193	7.8160919540229884E-2	0.15887850467289719	1.1994949494949494E-2	Not Missing	NH	NAH	NBH	NWC ADULT	NCH	







2 X 3 Star Trek

		=CHIINV(0.05,4)										https://statisticsbyjim.com/hypothesis-testing/chi-square-test-independence-example/

		OBSERVED OUTCOMES - PLANET VISITS

				Dead		Alive				Death Rate By Uniform Color				Enter into Minitab

		Blue		7		129		136		0.0514705882				Color		Status		Frequency

		Gold		9		46		55		0.1636363636				Blue		Dead		7

		Red		24		215		239		0.10041841				Blue		Alive		129

				40		390		430						Gold		Dead		9

														Gold		Alive		46

		EXPECTED (CALCULATED FROM OBSERVED TABLE)												Red		Dead		24

		Blue		12.6511627907		123.3488372093		136						Red		Alive		215

		Gold		5.1162790698		49.8837209302		55

		Red		22.2325581395		216.7674418605		239

				40		390		430



		CHI SQUARE STATISTIC

		Blue		2.5243245554		0.2589050826

		Gold		2.9480972516		0.3023689489

		Red		0.1405079303		0.0144110698

						Pearson Chi Square Calculated		6.1886148386

						p value		0.0453063799		=CHIDIST(D19,C24)

		Number of Rows				3

		Number of Columns				2

				df		2

				alpha risk		0.05

				Chi.crit		5.991

								yes

						Chi.crit				Chi.calc

						5.991		>		6.19		Reject NULL

						p.crit				p.calc

						0.05		>		0.045		Reject NULL



Star Trek Mortality Rate

By Uniform Color



Blue	Gold	Red	5.1470588235294115E-2	0.16363636363636364	0.100418410041841	







2 Proportions Test - Minitab
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Baseline Hypothesis

AnalysisResults

2019 
Prior to COVID

Do PMs 
Impact
CMs?

2019 vs. 2020
Trend

Chi Square 

PM vs Non-
PM beds 
had same 
CM rate



Use CAPA to document  improvement 

IMPROVE



Statistical Validation

IMPROVE

Can we use 
statistics to 

validate our PM 
change?

Analysis to Close Out
CAPA22-010

Statistical 
Analysis of 

PM 
Change



SBAR Summary

IMPROVESBAR

● Situation:  Non-Conformance identified when Bed PMs were 
found past due.

● Background:  Beginning in 2020, Bed PMs were changed 
from OEM-defined PMs to AEM.

● Assessment:  After the COVID shutdown, patients census 
increased restricting access to perform the AEM PMs.

● Recommendation:  Transition to a “repair as needed” (RAN) 
for beds and evaluate the impact on the rate of repairs.



IMPROVE

2019
• OEM
• Scheduled 

PMs

2020 2021 2022
• RAN 
• NO scheduled PMs

COVID YEARS

TRANSISTION TO
AEM PM SCHEDULE

Timeline of PM Protocol Changes

PRE COVID POST COVID



4 Year PM Types: Transition from OEM  AEM to RAN
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Waste Eliminated = Time Saved = $$$$

IMPROVE



Control Phase: Verification

CONTROL

Source: CMMS - VERSACARE PT CARE BED 
WORK ORDERS 
2019 - 2022 



Pull Repair Data Before and After

CONTROLData Query

OEM PM 
Schedule

RAN
(No PM



Repair trends appear the same

CONTROL
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Trend Analysis



389 387

409 367

# of Beds
Repaired

# of Beds 
Not Needing

Repairs

OEM PM
2019

RAN
2022

Result:  actual p value is .309
Which is > .05 target /threshold “p”

Interpretation:  There is no Statistically 
significant Difference in # of Repairs 
OEM vs. NO PM 

CLOSE OUT CAPA

Step Details

Create Contingency Table 2 x 2 Outcomes vs. Inputs

Establish Hypothesis 
Criterion Target (CL)

95% Confidence Level (CL) for 
statistical significance

Establish target “p” value 
for Statistical Significance

5% threshold (1 - .95 = .05) 
target “p” value = 0.05

Calculate actual "p" Value Using statistical software or Excel

Compare 
               actual “p” to 
               target “p” = .05

If  “p” actual < 0.05: assume 
statistical difference
If “p” actual > 0.05: do not claim a 
statistically significant difference

Interpretation Since p > 0.05, there is no statistical 
difference between the two groups.

Chi Square Validates Repair Trend

CONTROLChi Square Analysis



Chi Square Analysis finds no difference in CM rates
OEM PM vs RAN (i.e. No PMs)

Assumptions:
1.  Include all type of CM repairs
2.  NH Beds are excluded from the data set
3.  Each Bed in service is an opportunity for
repair.
4. There are 776 opportunities for repair

CAPA22-010



RAN validated:  Close out CAPA  

CONTROLClose Out CAPA

BEFORE AFTER

REPAIR
AS

NEEDED



How much time was spent on PMs?

CONTROLPM FTE CALC

TOTAL PM TIME / BED

TOTAL PM TIME AVAILABLE / TECH

X

CALCULATE FTE SAVINGS FROM PM CHANGE

TOTAL # OF BEDS

KEY ELEMENT DATA

TOTAL PM TIME PER BED PM HOURS
BED

# OF BEDS TOTAL BEDS

TECH TIME AVAILABLE - HOURS 
(LESS BREAKS, MEETINGS, PTO)

NET HOURS
YEAR



How much time was spent on PMs?

CONTROLPM FTE CALC

3 HOURS PM TIME / BED

1352 HOURS AVAILABLE / TECH

X

CALCULATE FTE SAVINGS FROM PM CHANGE

1000 BEDS 2.2 BED 
TECHS

=

KEY ELEMENT DATA

TOTAL PM TIME PER BED 3 HOURS
BED

# OF BEDS 1000 BEDS

TECH TIME AVAILABLE - HOURS 
(LESS BREAKS, MEETINGS, PTO)

1352 HOURS
YEAR



What to do with extra capacity

CONTROLPay off

What could you 
do with the extra 

capacity?



What you will take back

● How “non-conformances” leads to Opportunities for 
Improvement (OFIs)

● Lean 6 Sigma approach to problem solving
● PM cost/benefit from a risk perspective
● Use statistical tools / analysis for change
● Calculate FTE savings



THANK YOU!
CONTACT ME 
MARK COOKSEY

MARK.COOKSEY@PRACTICALHEALTHCARE.ORG
MCOOKSEY6@GMAIL.COM

(502) 554-5206

mailto:MARK.COOKSEY@PRACTICALHEALTHCARE.ORG
mailto:MCOOKSEY6@GMAIL.COM


We value your feedback!

Please scan the QR code to 
submit a survey for this 
session.

Thank You!



Task
Minimum 

Time
Maximum 

Time

Regular Cleaning
15 30

Inspect and Tighten Fasteners
15 30

Check Electrical Components
15 30

Mattress Maintenance
15 30

Safety Checks
30 45

Inspect Casters and Wheels 15 30

Lubrication
15 30

Documentation
15 30

135 255

TOTAL PM TIME / BED

STANDARD HOURS DAY 8 HOUR
DEDUCT

LUNCH / BREAKS 1 HOUR
MEETINGS /EMAILS 1 HOUR

PRORATED PTO ( 4 WEEKS x 8) / 52 
WEEKS/YEAR 0.8 HOUR

NET WORK DAYS / YEAR 5.2 HOUR
52 WEEKS X 5 DAYS/ WEEK 260 DAYS

TOTAL HOURS AVAILABLE (260 X 5.2) 1352HOURS

AVAILABLE TIME
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